
Power in Networks 

To be and feel connected allows empowerment. Gaining social capital today is a different 

environment than the climate of the early 90s. Currently, our world is connected through 

innovative technology allowing for networks to form and flourish. Computers are connected 

around the world sending data bits in rapid fire to reach all corners of the developed and 

developing world. People no longer have to use word of mouth that ends within their own 

physical network reach. Online networks provide people the chance to connect, interact, and 

assemble in a digital network like none other before. Governments are also able to act within the 

privileged resources that networks provide. Online networks possess potential power that can be 

employed by people and their governments, but also have hindering implications in preservation 

and security. 

 

Networks are not a new concept that have been rolled out with the creation of the internet. 

Networks have always been identifiable throughout history. Whether it be the family network or 

the spread of the Bubonic Plague, networks are discovered within the connectedness in many 

parts of the physical world around us. The idea of networks on the worldwide web was a dream 

for the creators of this new digital world of existence.  During the mid 90s “the spread of 

computers and networks vastly increased the number of digital images available and the number 

of people viewing them” (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 239). A new network platform embedded in 

technology grew from existing networks. These new connections were made in a digital way that 

no one had ever experienced on a scale that was exponentially growing. As technology innovated 

so did the access to it. “The digital explosion has reduced all information to its lowest common 

denominator, sequences of 0s and 1s. There are now adapters at all the junctions in the world-



wide networks of information” (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 294). From adolescents to adults, 

individuals are connected to online networks through their phones, tablets, and any other 

wireless streaming device.  

 

 The online structure of the worldwide web networks allows for individuals that are 

physically across the globe from each other to enjoy a game of chess together or plan for a 

meeting face to face represented in traveled bits projected by software. “If there is a material 

communication infrastructure (such as the internet or an air transportation network) societies 

become interconnected throughout the world on the basis of multidimensional networks” 

(Castells 222). Online networks hold value within the structure patterns and connections between 

people. To be able to analyze and synthesize networks they “are usually represented as graphs, 

with people as nodes and links between nodes if the people know each other or tend to interact 

with each other” (Resnick 19). Computers send information worldwide “by copying bits-between 

disk and memory, between memory and networks, from one part of memory to another” 

(Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 209). The opportunity for connection within a digital network is 

embedded within the structure of the internet. However, “ICTs make it possible to interact with 

much larger social networks. Messages can routinely reach hundreds or thousands of people” 

who have been able to connect through their computers, phones, and anything else on the 

network. “Networks know no boundaries” (Castells 222). 

 

 Power is part of the construction of online networks because “they are the underlying 

structure of our lives” which can reveal, through understanding the logic, the dreams to “harness 

their flexibility” (Castells 224).  Extracting the full potential of networks has been a practice of 



social capital gain long before logging on sounded like a long series of “busy” phone calls. 

People have always known that “a network of people who have developed communication 

patterns and trust can accomplish much more than a bunch of strangers…”(Resnick 1). This 

acknowledgement of power is seen in the history of meeting places in communities within 

groups, clubs and organizations. People have always networked. However, they have not always 

been able to tap into “global computer networks…[that] make it available to everywhere in the 

world, almost instantly” (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 1). Even in a time of crisis like 9/11/2001 or 

after the earthquake hit in 12/2006 in Southeast Asia when the communication cables are 

impacted, the wireless network provides a way for the online network to thrive (Abelsen, 

Ledeen, Lewis 262). The online network is designed to continue working even though 

“individual computers fail or go offline, as long as enough computers remain to propagate the 

requests” (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 205). Networks provide people a privileged proximity to 

instant connection, resource, and power. In this “network society, power continues to be the 

fundamental structuring force of its shape and direction. But power does not reside in 

institutions, not even in the state or in large corporations. It is located in the networks that 

structure society” (Castells224). Networks can act as a platform to equalize corrupt power or can 

be utilized by those same corrupt powers. Either way, the power of the networks are not being 

ignored by both sides.  

 

It is human nature to seek a network for camaraderie, social capital, and many other 

personal reasons that are valued individually. Networks take a spin on this human nature by 

transforming sociability in to “networked individualism” where people can feel independently 

involved and still meet “the need and desire for sharing and co-experiencing” (Castells 223). 



People no longer are held within the confines of the distance they can travel it interact with 

people with the same agenda. People now have the power, through the use of the networks, to 

maximize their opportunities beyond local connections. “Vast data networks have made it 

possible to move work to where the people are, not people to the work. The results are enormous 

business opportunities for entrepreneurs” that see the chance to integrate innovative 

“technologies and new enterprises around the globe…” (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 16). Email-

blasts, news hubs, and algorithms categorize data automatically which allow for networks to 

expand and interact. “It takes time and energy to build networks that are capable of providing an 

international public good…” however, power for the people is available to be tapped within 

these growing networks (Drahos, Braithwaite 217). A foreseen problem is the government’s 

regulation on the networks due to the acknowledgement of the empowerment in usage. 

 

Just as people are able to see the value and power in the networks, so do the global 

powers that be. “The networking of political institutions is the de facto response to the 

management crisis suffered by nation states in a supranational world” (Castells 223). 

Governments have tapped into the ability of “computers provid[ing] support for gathering 

feedback, about information, products, or even people, either in the form of explicit ratings or 

traces of behavior such as click stream or purchasing data” (Resnick 15). This information has 

proved to be a goldmine of data for governments to use in surveillance of their citizens. 

Depending on the country, this most likely is infringing on privacy rights of its citizens. 

Countries like the US have utilized their influence to create a “veil of ignorance in many 

developing countries” in creating their own networks impacting intelligence laws (191 Drahos, 

Braithwaite).  All countries are involved “in a global surveillance network…”(101 Drahos, 



Braithwaite). Governments recognize the ability to monitor and gain information on the activity 

within online networks. “Of course, any technology designed to detect bits illegally flowing into 

private residences could be adapted, by either governments or the carriers, for many other 

purposes” (Drahos, Braithwaite  315).This is a great power that comes with great responsibility 

that has been used for good and for bad. “Governments eavesdrop to protect national security, 

political opposition, and public morality” (Drahos, Braithwaite  289). The issue of government 

use of network information has implications within privacy and free speech. There are situations 

where people know they are being monitored on the networks that they plug into, therefore 

placing limits on the embedded power. “in spite of the unimaginable expansion of 

communications over the past quarter-century, the jury is still out whether speech will be freer or 

less free in the future than it was in the past, even in the U.S. with its uncompromising First 

Amendment” (Drahos, Braithwaite  289). With laws already limiting free speech on a Federal 

level with the passing of the anti-protest law, it is unclear how far a democratic country could fall 

into the rabbit hole of devious use of network. It is clear that governments who are unlimited 

have a wealth of information on its peoples to explore, use, and abuse.  

 

 Embedded power within networks does not mean that the power is not limited. People 

and governments both are at the mercy of the networks and the aging software able to translate 

the bits into understandable data. Intelligence laws, exploited by countries, are now at a 

crossroad where the greater good in information preservation must be considered. All of the 

flowing information is subject to the “intellectual property owners [who most likely] may be 

reluctant to become part of a voluntary network to provide an international public good it means 

giving up some of their intellectual property” in proactive preservation and restoration of data 



flowing through the global networks (Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 16). Beyond information 

preservation, the security within networks has always been a fragile variable taken advantage of 

by governments and people. It is important to note that “even if all the fibers and wires could be 

secured, wireless networks would allow bits to be grabbed out of the air without detection” 

(Abelsen, Ledeen, Lewis 164). Networks provide the opportunity for empowerment, but also 

exposes it’s weakness to hackers and people who would harness its ability to take advantage of 

the structural flaw (and strength) of being an open resource of information, communication, and 

interaction.   

 Networks contain more than data representing websites, pictures, videos, communication. 

They contain a power that can empower its user or hinder a user’s individual rights without even 

being aware of the infringement. Many people have volunteered logged on to be connected to an 

online network for the desires all humans have to connect with the environment around them. 

Governments have been able to watch the scene play out while utilizing the power of data 

created by online networks without extreme protest because people do not realize what rights 

have been infringed on. Networks offer a sense of transparency which is deceptive when 

considering the metadata mined for corporate and political use. No matter how networks power 

is used, it is important to be aware what happens within the networks and outside them to protect 

them from abuse and to promote an environment with as much transparency as possible for the 

greater good of the people.  
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